Recent developments in sensing technologies, mobile devices and context-aware user interfaces have made it possible to represent information fusion and situational awareness for Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) activities as a conversational process among actors at or near the tactical edges of a network. Motivated by use cases in the domain of Company Intelligence Support Team (CoIST) tasks, this paper presents an approach to information collection, fusion and sense-making based on the use of natural language (NL) and controlled natural language (CNL) to support richer forms of human-machine interaction. The approach uses a conversational protocol to facilitate a flow of collaborative messages from NL to CNL and back again in support of interactions such as: turning eyewitness reports from human observers into actionable information (from both soldier and civilian sources); fusing information from humans and physical sensors (with associated quality metadata); and assisting human analysts to make the best use of available sensing assets in an area of interest (governed by management and security policies). CNL is used as a common formal knowledge representation for both machine and human agents to support reasoning, semantic information fusion and generation of rationale for inferences, in ways that remain transparent to human users. Examples are provided of various alternative styles for user feedback, including NL, CNL and graphical feedback. A pilot experiment with human subjects shows that a prototype conversational agent is able to gather usable CNL information from untrained human subjects.
Data sources
Analytic services Decision maker Figure 1 . An abstract data-to-decision pipeline both human capabilities and system capabilities. Contrary to intuition, providing more information does not necessarily improve human decision-making. [4] [5] [6] Thus, a gist-level representation of information, with the ability to drill-down to see rationale and supporting evidence, is key to supporting effective human decision-making. The physical hardware for accessing the system is another consideration for the form of information: for example, delivery to a mobile user via a smartphone app or wearable device requires different human-computer interaction approaches than delivery to a large, conventional display screen.
In addition to work on techniques for data collection, processing and dissemination, there has also been significant investment in tools and methods to make it easier and quicker for developers to construct D2D pipelines, including research in middleware, platforms and automated workflows. 7 However, the majority of work in this space has taken a data-driven view. A problem that has received less attention is how to rapidly construct pipelines by working backwards from an intended decision (or hypothesis or query) and identifying useful analysis services and underlying data sources that can assist the decision-maker. 8, 9 The collection and availability of information is necessary, but not sufficient for assisting the decision-maker. For optimal decision-making, the (human) search costs must be minimized; that is, the decision-maker must be able to access information in a timely manner. 10 We see this in well-publicised incidents such as the damage to Japan's Fukushima nuclear plant in the wake of the 2011 earthquake. An urgent need arose to monitor radiation leaks -the decision-maker's intent -leading to the rapid deployment of networked Geiger counters, many of which were private devices shared via Internet of Things approaches ‡ . This "backward chain" from decision intent to data sources is shown in Figure 2 . Note that the arrows here depict control flow: the user's intent frames the problem, leading to the selection of suitable services and compatible data sources. The result is a dynamically constructed pipeline as shown in Figure 1 . Building this pipeline on-the-fly through a highly automated process of service and source selection, and composition is a method to address the original priority to "reduce the cycle time and manpower requirements" in D2D.
Analytic services Decision maker Figure 2 . Constructing a D2D pipeline dynamically by a "backward chaining" process A number of trends seem to point towards an even more flexible and agile view of D2D systems. Firstly, the data sources are becoming increasingly "smart" and communicative. Autonomous vehicles and robotic systems, together with increasingly computationally capable Internet of Things devices operating in peer-to-peer networks open up greater potential for collective intelligence and self-organisation at what has traditionally been the edge of the network, where data sources are often located. At the same time, the rapidly increasing sophistication of mobile devices has freed decision-makers to operate in contexts much nearer the tactical edge. Mobile users have become adept at agile, on-the-fly decision-making, able to cope with dynamically changing sets of requirements 1 1 1 1
Analytic services
Decision maker Data sources while simultaneously carrying out actions in the field. Many activities previously seen as strategic or operational in decision-making terms, have been "tacticalised" by mobile technology. Pervasive information sources have given rise to a new generation of context-aware, assistive technologies typified by Apple's Siri § and Google Now ¶ . These technologies are changing the modes of interaction between users and their devices, with the device able to take an increasingly active role in the interaction, for example, by engaging in conversation or pushing notifications to the user in an anticipatory manner.
In this context, the traditional D2D pipeline can be re-thought as a collection of interactions between agents with different specialisms: the data sources, analytic services and decision-makers can be viewed as engaging in peer-to-peer interactions with each other, with chains of interaction able to start anywhere in the network and flow in any direction, from data to decision, or from query to response. This "conversational D2D" model is shown in Figure 3 . The different styles of "speech bubble" here suggest that the machine participants will tend to communicate in structured message formats, while the human participants will use a more natural form of interaction -this topic is developed in Section 2.
To ground this rethinking of the D2D pipeline in some concrete examples, consider a number of use cases in the context of Company Intelligence Support Team (CoIST) tasks. The CoIST performs ". . . analysis, processing and dissemination of tactical information and intelligence" . Tasks for the CoIST are bottom-up, directly impacting soldiers on the ground. Timely, actionable intelligence is critical to survival and operational success in tactical environments. Similar to disaster management and emergency operations, CoIST tasks are focused on a specific geographic area and typically have a short time-scale: minutes, hours and days. Hence, the velocity aspect of big data is especially important to the CoIST and the variety and volume of data pose further challenges. This can be contrasted with intelligence functions performed at higher military echelons, which tend to focus on the big picture: Larger geographic areas and a long-term perspective.
Spot Report
A human in a particular location generates an eyewitness ("spot") report using their mobile device. For example, they may report a suspicious vehicle. Here the human is acting initially as a data source: on the left of Figure 3 . If they are trained in doing this (e..g they are a soldier or police officer) the person will probably use a structured format; in other cases their report will be unstructured. In either case, there will be things from the context that they don't need to explicitly say: for example, the location and time likely come from the device's GPS and clock respectively (though they may need to confirm these are correct with respect to what they are reporting). This could be considered a one-way transmission of information, but if we see it as a conversational interaction with an information-processing agent (a service in the middle of Figure 3 then the agent may query them for clarifications, corrections, additions, etc). All of which would be potentially valuable in turning the report into actionable information. For example, if these facts aren't provided, the agent could ask for details such as the vehicle registration, a description of the driver, whether the vehicle is stationary or moving (and, in the latter case, its heading), etc.
Information Fusion
Continuing the example, when the conversational interaction ends and the report is submitted, the analytic services may be able to fuse the newly provided information with data from other sources. For example, a particular vehicle registration from the report may result in a database query, which returns other recent (or not-so-recent) sightings of the same vehicle, individuals who are potentially associated with the vehicle, their known associates, etc. These additional items of information may be in a wide variety of forms, including sensorcollected data (e.g., still or video imagery), other human-provided reports and open source data (e.g., from social media). Fusion may involve a range of analytic capabilities, including image processing, pattern-matching, natural-language processing and text mining, and must take into account varying levels of quality-of-information (QoI). Again, this process may unfold as a conversation between computational agents, exchanging queries and responses. This conversation can occur concurrently with the first one: as soon as the eyewitness reports the vehicle registration, the query may indicate the vehicle is associated with a particular high-value target (HVT) individual, and a recent image of that HVT individual may be sent to the eyewitness, asking if that individual is the driver or a passenger of the vehicle.
Sensor Tasking
In the discussion so far, the emphasis has been on human provided and already-collected data. In many cases, as a conversational interaction unfolds, there will be a need to collect new information, for example, to corroborate or expand existing information. In our example, the sighting of a vehicle associated with a HVT individual may trigger a need to track the vehicle (if it is moving) and/or gain a corroborating image of the driver. This may involve tasking or deploying sensor systems (a drone or roadside camera system, say), which will often require the intervention of a human decision-maker (on the right of Figure 3 ). Even in cases where the sensors can act autonomously, there may still be a point at which a human in authority needs to be notified of what's happening. In our example, an intelligence analyst may be alerted (e.g., via a push notification) that a HVT has potentially been sighted, and asked to confirm (or select) a sensing asset to gather more information. This interaction may be relatively complex, involving decisions on the appropriateness of various available assets (not least in terms of their QoI), the time and operational impacts of (re)tasking them, and the management and security policies governing their access and use.
Through these linked examples and use cases, a rich set of interactions can be seen between "smart" data sources, information-processing software agents and decision-makers. The sequence of examples were datadriven, beginning with an eyewitness report ( Figure 1 ). Stepping further back, however, the examples assume earlier stages of mission planning, patrol and sensor deployment, identification of HVT individuals and so forth. These earlier activities began with a decision-maker's (i.e., mission commander's) requirements ( Figure 2 ). The conversational view ( Figure 3 ) is flexible enough to cover all of these bidirectional interactions.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 examines an approach to supporting these kinds of rich interactions among human and machine agents, building on previous work. 11 Section 3 reports a pilot experiment using a conversational agent prototype with human users to perform simple crowdsensing tasks. Section 4 discusses some related work and Section 5 concludes the paper.
HUMAN-MACHINE CONVERSATIONS
The interactions shown in Figure 3 comprise both human-machine and machine-machine exchanges. A humanmachine conversation in the context of this paper is a sequence of messages exchanged between two or more agents where at least one party in each exchange is a machine. Choice of an appropriate form for the messages is a challenging problem: humans prefer "natural" forms such as natural language (NL) and images, but these forms are difficult for machines to process, leading to well-known problems of ambiguity and miscommunication. A compromise lies in the choice of a controlled natural language (CNL) -a subset of a natural language with restricted syntax and vocabulary -designed to be easily machine processable (with low complexity and no ambiguity) while also being human-readable and writable. 12 Different CNLs have strong trade-offs in expressiveness, precision, simplicity, and naturalness. 13 With training it is possible for human users to communicate directly in CNL. However, unrestricted natural language is more preferable to human users so the proposed approach is
to use CNL for machine-machine interactions and allow humans the choice to use unrestricted NL or CNL. A machine communicating with a human should also have the choice of using CNL or a more natural form such as NL or images.
Using a CNL as a common message form, even when there are no humans directly involved in the exchanges, avoids any need for translation to/from another technical representation while also making all communications human-friendly: for example, making copying-in of human users and any subsequent auditing much easier. 14 Many CNLs have been defined; here a form of controlled English known as ITA Controlled English (CE) is used, which seeks to balance trade-offs among expressiveness, precision, simplicity, and naturalness. 15 An example statement in CE syntax is shown below; this identifies an individual known to be a high-value target:
there is a person named p1 that is known as 'John Smith' and is a high value target.
Given the requirements to support human-machine and machine-machine dialogues, prior research in agent communication languages (ACLs) is relevant, where conversations were defined formally as sequences of communicative acts. 16, 17 This work drew on earlier studies in philosophical linguistics: the idea of illocutionary acts from speech act theory 18 was adopted as a basis for ACL messages having explicit "performatives" that classify messages as, for example, assertives (factual statements), directives (such as requests or commands), or commissives (that commit the sender to some future action). The aim is to enable conversations that flow from natural language to CNL and back again through an exchange of messages. For this, a number of interaction types are required, detailed below. The interplay of these is shown in Figure 4 . (This is based on a more formal and complete treatment of the conversational protocol. 11 )
• A confirm interaction that begins with a NL message (from a human user) and ends with a confirmed equivalent CNL form. Several steps may be involved in refining the user's intent to an acceptable CNL form. During the interaction -which will usually be mediated by a conversational software agent -there will often be negotiation of terminology (to reconcile the user's preferred terms with those used by the system) and the system may use natural forms of feedback including NL and images to achieve agreement on an acceptable CNL form of their message. Over time, as the user gains experience in interacting with the system, these exchanges should become shorter -this is a hypothesis of the ongoing work reported in Section 3. The confirmed CNL form of the user's intended message may be a query or a statement. The first CoIST use case in Section 1 -spot report -is an example of a confirm interaction.
• An ask/tell interaction that typically begins with a CNL query and ends with a CNL statement. Alternatively, these interactions may begin with a statement that leads to queries for additional information. Several agents may participate in an ask/tell interaction. The second and third CoIST use cases -information fusion and sensor tasking -are examples of ask/tell interactions.
• A gist/expand interaction typically begins with a software agent attempting to communicate with a human by rendering CNL in a "friendlier" form such as a less restricted natural language format, or a combination of text and pictures. The term "gist" is used to capture the idea that these messages are intended to convey the gist of a more complex CNL message. In such cases, the recipient of a gist message may wish to request an expansion into full CNL, for example to clarify any ambiguity. Examples of gist/expand interactions appeared in the second and third CoIST use cases where humans (patrols, the analyst) were sent notifications, for which the system is likely to choose a gist form.
• An agent (human or machine) in receipt of CNL statements may wish to initiate a why interaction to obtain the rationale for the information provided. The response will be a CNL "because" statement offering an explanation (for example, a summary of some reasoning or provenance for facts). In the CoIST examples, there are several places where this may be appropriate. For example, the analyst may request an explanation of why the system believes the vehicle is associated with the HVT, or why a particular asset is being offered to track it (and perhaps why not some other asset).
A conversational sequence can begin with any interaction except why and can then flow as indicated. The "human" and "machine" icons in the figure are intended to convey the kind of message forms involved in these exchanges, natural and CNL, rather than prescribing the kind of agents. As noted above, a key point of using a human-friendly CNL throughout the system is that it opens up all exchanges to human as well as machine participation.
CoIST Use Cases Revisited
Examples are given below of messages that might be exchanged in the context of each of the use cases from Section 1.
Use case 1: Spot report A confirm interaction is initiated by a natural language message from the human patrol:
Suspicious vehicle heading south: black saloon with license plate ABC123
The equivalent full CNL form for this in ITA Controlled English (CE) is:
there is a vehicle named v48 that has ABC123 as registration and has the colour black as colour and has the vehicle body type saloon as body type and is a moving thing. there is a moving thing named v48 that has the direction south as direction of travel.
The CE form uses a model of the world (also represented in CE) that defines concepts such as vehicle, moving thing, colour and direction, and relationships such as a vehicle having a registration, a colour and a body type, and a moving thing having a direction of travel. Note how certain terms have been negotiated in the conversation from the user's NL message to CNL: the user referred to a "license plate" which the system interpreted as "registration" in its model. Further details of how NL messages are interpreted into CE are given in Section 3. In some cases, terms used by the user may not be interpretable in the model -the word "suspicious" here has been ignored. In such cases, a more elaborate conversational interaction could be used to extend the model 19 where appropriate.
In practice, asking a user to confirm the full CNL shown above is challenging for several reasons. One such reason is because the CE form is relatively verbose so hard to read and also hard to display on devices with very limited screen sizes. We consider alternative ways to do this using the "gist" idea in the next subsection below.
Use case 2: Information fusion Following receipt of the user's confirmed CNL message, a fusion service infers the following CE:
there is an HVT sighting named HS_v48 that has the vehicle v48 as target vehicle and has the person p1 as HVT candidate.
Note that the person (p1) referred to here is the subject of the example CE sentence given at the start of this section. In this way, a graph of interconnected facts is constructed. There are many possible recipients for this inferred information, not least the CoIST team. Parties who need to be informed of new HVT sightings can ask to receive them and, in response, a fusion agent would tell this inferred fact to those parties (an ask/tell interaction). An agent in receipt of this fact may wish to obtain the rationale for the information, by engaging in a why interaction. The response, which includes supporting information, would be something such as:
because there is a person named p1 that is known as 'John Smith' and is a high value target and the person p1 has ABC123 as linked vehicle registration and there is a vehicle named v48 that has ABC123 as registration.
Use case 3: Sensor tasking The CoIST team may ask for the HVT to be tracked using whatever means are available (this may be a standing request for all HVT sightings). Previous work has addressed the use of CNL for representing sensing task requirements and matching these against a catalogue of available sensing assets. 20 Using this approach, an agent can generate a tasking request as follows, and engage in an ask/tell interaction with an agent responsible for ISR asset management:
there is a task named TS_HS_v48 that requires the intelligence capability localize and is looking for the detectable thing car and is seeking instance the vehicle v48 and operates in the spatial area 'North Road' and is ranked with the task priority High.
Depending on the ISR asset management protocols in place, a human may be notified of an assigned asset or asked to authorise an asset assignment. In either case, use of a gist/expand interaction would be appropriate.
Here is an example notification in gist NL form:
A MALE UAV with EO camera has been tasked to localize a black saloon car (ABC123) with possible HVT John Smith in the North Road area.
The gist/expand interaction could also be used to notify human patrols in the area (including the patrol that reported the original sighting in Case 1):
Be on the lookout for a black saloon car (ABC123) with possible HVT in the North Road area.
Here the D2D pipeline leads to action and, potentially, intervention/prevention. Note that all interactions are governed by information management policies. For example, the information relayed to patrols in this last step would depend on what they need -and are permitted -to know. In certain cases, some or all of this information could be withheld (e.g. they may be told to look out for the vehicle, but not informed of the HVT link). The conversational approach is well able to cope with such policy requirements, and CNL can be used to express the management policies as well. Pmthere is a HVT sighting named 'HS_v48' that has the vehicle 'v48' as target vehicle and has the person 'pl' as HVT candidate.
there is a task named 'TS_HS_v48' that requires the intelligence capability localize and is looking for the detectable thing 'car' and is seeking instance the vehicle 'v48' and operates in the spatial area 'North Rnart' and io rankari with lipeak or type here...
Figure 5. A conversation with Moira and Sam agents using a prototype smartphone interface

Prototype Conversational Agents
To illustrate the conversational D2D concept, prototype conversational agents have been implemented and tested in limited experiments. 11, 22 Two distinct agent functionalities have been identified as useful and reusable:
• A conversational agent whose main purpose is to mediate interactions with human users (mainly confirm and gist/expand). This agent is called Moira (Mobile Intelligence Reporting App).
• A conversational agent whose main purpose is to apply knowledge of tasks and ISR assets to match tasks to available sensing assets. This agent is called Sam (Sensor Assignment to Missions).
One interface to the Moira agent, deployed via a smartphone, is shown in Figure 5 . The sequence of screenshots depicted here reflects the three use cases described above. The smartphone user (whose name is "UK Patrol") interacts with Moira by speech or typing. Their messages are shown in blue. Moira's messages are in green. In this case, the user is also permitted to see other conversations in which Moira is involved (shown in grey), so they see the exchange between Moira and Sam that initiates the new task request to track the vehicle. Note that the form of the confirmatory message shown in the second green bubble in the leftmost screenshot uses a gist form rather than full CE, for the reasons given above (brevity and low complexity).
A pilot implementation of Moira has also been created for an eyeline-mounted display such as Google Glass * * . Early experiments suggest a gist form of confirmatory message is even more appropriate here. An example of this is shown in Figure 6 where the user sees a combination of machine-generated images and compact text. In general, the style and format (e.g., text and/or graphics) chosen by Moira for confirm and gist/expand interactions can be based on additional contextual factors such as the user, their role, the current operational tempo and the form factor of the device they are using.
CROWDSENSING EXPERIMENT
A pilot experiment was conducted to test a prototype version of the Moira conversational agent. In keeping with Use Case 1 -spot reports -the experiment was designed as a crowdsensing exercise, in which subjects would view a series of scenes depicted in still images and describe them in natural language to the agent via a text-based interface. The agent would then provide feedback in CE on what it had understood from the Figure 6 . Experimentation with a graphical form for confirmatory messages user's input. To encourage users to submit more information, users were given a score for each submission, calculated in terms of the number of CE entities and relationships the agent was able to extract from the submission. For this experiment, subjects were UK undergraduate students and the scenes depicted some common activities of emergency services (police, fire and ambulance) personnel. The main aims of this experiment were to (a) determine the degree to which the conversational agent could transform unrestricted NL descriptions into coherent CE, (b) test the robustness of the agent prototype with untrained users, (c) gain experience in providing a score-based feedback mechanism and (d) gather some baseline data on the usability of the prototype, to allow comparison with future planned studies.
Method
Participants were issued with the following instructions:
You will be shown a sequence of images, each depicting a scene. For each one: Look at the picture on the screen. Describe the scene shown in the picture, using simple, concise English sentences e.g. the kind of sentences you might find in a book for children. Submit each sentence one at a time, by pressing the 'Submit' button after completing each sentence. Press 'Finish' when you have no more sentences to submit for the scene.
Don't worry about creating huge numbers of sentences -consider what you're trying to say and how the system handled previous sentences you submitted. We're available to help if you need it -especially with explanations of bugs and misinterpretations.
Four scenes - Figure 7 -were shown to the group, each for 10 minutes. Feedback was given immediately after each submission in the form of the score and the CE recognised by the agent. The Simple Usability Scale † † was used at the end of the exercise to obtain feedback.
Implementing the Conversational Agent
The conversational agent prototype used in the pilot experiment uses a bag of words approach rather than deep lexical parsing. This was motivated in part by the expectation that users will be trying to be helpful/straightforward with the system since it is in their interests in terms of getting better results if they do this. The incoming text is first split into phrases (multiple sentences), sentences, clauses (within a sentence, e.g., separated by commas or semicolons) and words. The agent then operates at a sentence level and scans the words left to right looking for matches to the CE model (details below). For each word (from left to right), the agent looks in the knowledge base to find any matches against the CE names of the concepts/instances/properties plus any synonyms defined (using CE). If a word is not matched (or even if it is), the agent then appends the next word and looks for matches again (to catch multi-word terms like "police officer" or "is married to"). The agent progresses through all the words in the sentence and all matches for each word or phrase are aggregated against † † http://hell.meiert.org/core/pdf/sus.pdf 
Defining concepts:
conceptualise a~vehicle~V. conceptualise a~helicopter~H that is a vehicle.
Defining synonyms: the entity concept 'vehicle' is expressed by the value 'car' and is expressed by the value 'truck' and is expressed by the value 'sports car' and is expressed by the value 'bike'. the relation concept 'moving thing:direction of travel:direction' is expressed by the value 'driving' and is expressed by the value 'heading' and is expressed by the value 'going'.
Defining static common instances:
there is a colour named red. there is a colour named black. there is a colour named blue. there is a direction named north. there is a direction named south.
Having aligned the words provided by the user to concepts, properties and instances in the model, the analysis of the meaning then takes place. Currently, the algorithm looks to see whether identified properties match the domain of the subject concept or instance. If so they are matched against that subject. If not, then a separate CE sentence is generated. Where concepts are matched, new instances are generated with new ids (e.g., the helicopter h1...) Where named individuals are detected then that named individual is used (e.g., the person Fred...). Detected properties use their range to determine what the subject type is (e.g.,"Fred is married to Jane" is parsed to detect "is married to" as a property and since the range and domain are person then Fred and Jane are assumed to be instances of person). If they already exist as instances with that name then they will be used, otherwise a new instance with a temporary id such as p1 is generated, but the text used in the natural language sentence is used as a description (e.g., the person p1 is married to the person p2. the person p1 has 'Fred' as description. the person p2 has 'Jane' as description.) An area for future work is to enable the agent to scan multiple sentences and incorporate anaphoric references and other patterns that span sentences.
Results
The experiment was run as an open session with a varying number of participants. Around 35 individuals participated. 137 scene descriptions were submitted in total. It was observed that the scoring mechanism (awarding 1 point for each CE concept, instance, or property recognised by the agent) had a positive effect on many of the participants, encouraging them to "game the system" and submit ever-more-elaborate descriptions.
No attempt was made in this experiment to check the accuracy of submissions against ground truth. For example, a description of a "blue horse" or a "green fire truck" would gain the same points as a "white horse" or "red fire truck". Table 1 summarises some statistics for the 137 scene descriptions. The data are skewed, so we give median and mean values. The longest description (622 words) was an example of a participant attempting to "game" the agent by submitting what amounted to a short piece of fiction describing the scene. The average score of 2.3 (median 2) was considered very acceptable: around two recognised model elements (concept, instance, or property) per description. The highest-scoring description is shown in Figure 8 . The results from the Simple Usability Scale (out of 100) were: mean 64, standard deviation 13.13, maximum 95, and minimum 45. These were higher than expected given the early status of the prototype agent but do not mean much in isolation; as noted above, the main aim in gathering these was to provide a baseline for comparing future improved versions of the agent.
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RELATED WORK
The high profile of intelligent language-understanding systems such as Siri and IBM's Watson ‡ ‡ have led to renewed interest in conversational interaction. Open problems include how to imbue machines with more natural conversational behaviours including turn-taking and user interruptions, 23 and how to operate effectively beyond static domains, 24 to reduce problems of brittleness common in these kinds of system. Mass-market intelligent agents such as Siri and Google Now remain essentially confined to simple ask-tell or tell interactions rather than flowing conversations.
The conversational approach is one type of human-computer collaboration (HCC), in which humans and intelligent systems work together with a common goal. 25 There is a growing body of HCC work in relation to collaborative intelligence analysis. Analysts are increasingly well versed in modern collaboration environments and social media, and systems are emerging that seek to combine the benefits of these approaches with existing software tools and processes for structuring and supporting tactical intelligence analysis. A recent example of this seeks to enable analysts to identify the decision-relevant data scattered among databases and the mental models of other personnel by employing familiar social media-style collaboration techniques. 26 There is some evidence There is two policemen are riding on a horse. The horses color are white and brown! They are riding in the same direction. ! ! there is a group named '#35' that has 'policemen' as description and has the entity concept 'person' as member and is located in the place '#33'. there is a group named '#38' that has 'The horses' as description and has the entity concept 'horse' as member and has the colour 'brown' as colour and has the colour 'white' as colour.
Natural Language:
Controlled English: to indicate that, not only is it useful to collaborate within the same analyst team, but when collaboration is extended to the crowd and mediated by an intelligent software agent, the outcome of the intelligence analysis can be greatly improved. 27 The authors propose a web-based application to collate imagery of a particular location from media sources and provide an operator with real-time situational awareness. Such approaches are promising, showing that a richly collaborative environment -social, HCC, or both -can be a blessing, if machines can help in sorting, filtering and managing large amounts of information. However, the same approaches can be a curse if the volume of information is simply increased.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
This paper has set out a model for supporting flexible and agile D2D processes by means of a human-machine conversational approach. The model includes various kinds of interaction, including dialogues aimed at ameliorating ambiguity (confirm interactions), Q&A dialogues (ask-tell), and explanatory dialogues (gist/expand, why). In the context of current concerns regarding transparency in big data approaches, 28 the latter kind of dialogues seem particularly promising.
Early results from experimentation with the conversational agent are encouraging. The prototype agent was able to extract useful CNL information from most of the NL inputs from untrained users. Going forward, the main aim is to improve the language understanding of the agent based on the CNL model and to support a wider range of conversational actions:
• From the user: questions, commands (to perform a task), multi-sentence narratives (building a story up) and model and lexical updates via NL (i.e., the addition of new knowledge of the kind shown in Section 3.2).
• For the machine: interjection (to seek knowledge) and requests for more details (e.g., if more information is needed to raise value or perform inference).
Another key aim is to extend the agent so that it is able to acquire input from more sources, for example audio/image/video input from the mobile device, metadata such as the device type/model, spatial and temporal data, and potentially even cues as to its user's emotional state.
Three example forms of feedback from the agent to a human were considered in this paper: CNL, "gist" NL (see Figure 5 , leftmost screenshot) and a combined graphics/test gist formal ( Figure 6) . Future experiments will focus on comparing these forms in terms of their effectiveness in confirm and gist/expand interactions. Further experiments will examine wider styles of conversation, general usability of the CE form of CNL, ability to quickly model or extend a model in a domain, multi-user conversations, and potentially also conversations with multiple different natural languages -particularly important in coalition operations.
The overall system of which the Moira and Sam agents form parts is highly modular and open to the integration of additional heterogeneous sources with relatively low effort. For example, the system could be extended to support crowdsourcing via social media by having the Moira agent operating behind a Twitter account so it can use Twitter to acquire information (either from public accounts or by asking), retweet etc. Social media also offers potential for building a highly distributed system with many different specialised agents.
Most of the discussion so far has focussed on the human interaction use case. There are also important problems to address in terms of conversationally-mediated information fusion. Handling more complex search queries potentially involving pattern analysis, and high-variety/volume/velocity data across space and time poses significant challenges, not least in semantic quality-of-information. Images/video are increasingly being tagged with meaningful pieces of information. Automated or semi-automated pattern analysis services offer increasing value in finding anomalies and potential threats. In relation to our specific CoIST examples, vehicles are often stolen for IED attacks or crimes, so their travel pattern may be anomalous. If the terrorists or criminals are wise they will steal from a different area to slow the military or law enforcement down to gain time to escape. So an analyst might wish to pose questions such as, "Locations where vehicle with registration ABC123 has been spotted over the last month?" or "Number of times the vehicle with registration ABC123 has passed through the North Road checkpoint?" Quantifying or qualifying the semantic QoI for responses to such questions is a hard open problem.
Finally, the scope of this paper has been on D2D processes, but it is worth highlighting that the conversational approach does not stop at the point of decision: Section 2.1 showed an example where patrols were instructed to look out for the HVT. Here we progressed from data-to-decision-to-action, affecting the state of the world. This is consistent with the view of conversations containing speech acts. The same thing happened in a machine-tomachine context where the Sam agent tasked a sensor. These examples show how feedback in a conversational system can improve future collection of data and refinement/enrichment of data already collected. This, in turn, raises interesting research question as to how to optimise processes considering both machine and human sources.
